Re: NYC MS4, Application ID: 2-6500-00058/00001 under Permits(s)
Applied for: 1 - Article 17 Titles 7 & 8 Industrial SPDES - Surface Discharge

Dear Mr. Watts,

We write to comment on the above stated changes recently proposed. The Bronx Council for Environmental Quality, is a non-profit 501(c)3 membership organization located in NYC’s only mainland borough — The Bronx. We are a diverse collection of individuals all seeking to leave a future with better air, land, and water quality than we have at present. Since 1971, BCEQ has sought “to establish — as an Inherent Human Right — a sound, forward-looking environmental policy regarding an aesthetic, unpolluted, environment protecting a natural and historic heritage.” We focus on the Bronx, Harlem, Hudson, Hutchinson and East Rivers, as well as the Westchester Creek, Long Island Sound, and Bronx Kill. While we appreciate your work on this permit and the changes from last year’s comments, it is still too little too late.

1. **The Public.** Do you have any idea of how difficult it is to discuss water quality with people and what they have to do to protect it? It is clear that everyone wants clean water. What is not clear is the administrative presentation (CSO, MS4, Stormwater, SWMP, Direct Discharge) and barriers agencies pose to protect their own jurisdiction. While that may be helpful for the agencies, it is not for the public. It adds one more layer of understanding to the teaching rubric. That is why integrated planning on a watershed basis is important for public understanding and review. In addition, a real Citizens Advisory Committee run by the committee should be part of the Public Participation Plan; it is not appropriate for the agency to lecture the public. Please reconsider.

2. **Water Quality.** How do you expect the public to comment and monitor old and new discharges? Complying with Water Quality Standards is another area of concern, especially for new projects along waterfronts. Take for instance the Harlem River Yards -- state owned property. Currently, the state lease is allowing a new facility to do earth moving and drainage of some sort, but no one can figure out what they are doing? Did your office provide the permit? Since you know that the Harlem River and Bronx Kill is impaired waters, is it a zero discharge? Are they contributing to the overall discharge? Where are the older existing facilities (Fedex, etc.) discharging?

Another unsolved state problem is the water runoff from some of the many bridges discharging directly into the rivers!
(Note: As you are aware, NYS has adopted best management practices not only for construction but also for design of any facility on its property. In addition, the close proximity of the above noted property to the Harlem River puts this project into a delicate area requiring zero discharge of any stormwater or other pollutants. The property is within 100 feet of the surface water of the Harlem River, the East River and the Bronx Kill; and it is within a coastal zone and flood zone. This is also a requirement of the New York City Department of Environmental Protection. “All sewer certifications for new development shall be consistent with the latest DEP rules and regulations and shall require on-site detention or retention based on the Master Plan for Sewers and Drainage, DEP, 1985, under which the sewers were designed and built. Only allowable flow will be permitted to discharge into the combined or storm sewer system.”)

3. **SEQRA.** It is curious how this could be considered an Unlisted Action under SEQRA when even the NYC DEP admits that “The Draft Permit applies to the approximately 40% of the City’s land area that is served by the MS4 or by direct drainage, with the rest of the City served by the combined sewer system. … Every year, New York City has approximately 45 inches of precipitation, generating an average of 165 billion gallons of stormwater runoff. Approximately half that rainfall/snowmelt makes its way into the City’s combined sewer system, with much of the balance flowing directly into surrounding waterways through the City’s MS4.” (NYC’s April 2014 comments). Anyone can tell that more than 80 billion gallons of water is a large enough impact to qualify for SEQRA.

4. **Floatables.** Please note that the web page hidden CSO Annual Reports discuss floatables. The explanation is insignificant. Hopefully, the new MS4 report will not be as hidden as that one. On page 225 of the 2013 report, the total recovered floatables are 927, but 645.5 are from the Bronx River. How is this explained? Is anyone curious? The DEP talks about the Sanitation Scorecard leveling off at 95%. However, a review of the neighboring community boards along the Bronx River tell another story—they hover between 80 to 90%. Since there are only 59 community boards citywide, this clearly indicates a need for more sanitation in the areas around the Bronx River; it may suggest a bigger problem (such as the Metro North) which should be reviewed as well.

---


2. NYC DEP Annual Report 2013, page 59. A rule to “reduce the release rate of storm flow to combined sewers of from new developments to 10% of the drainage plan allowable or 0.25 cfs, whichever is higher (for cases when the allowable storm flow is more than 0.25 cfs),” was promulgated on January 4, 2012, and has been in effect since, July 4, 2012. All sewer certification for new development must follow DEP rules and regulations and must be permitted by DEP.
5. **Time.** Finally, how long can we wait? Can you really believe that the NYC DEP who gives permits to all new construction, cannot develop a plan to protect the water quality – probably its most important mission which is primarily ignored? They have plenty of people working at the agency, and if they would stop paying consultants, they would have enough time and money to protect our waterways.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the draft permit. We look forward to receiving DEC’s response. If you have any questions please contact Karen Argenti at 646-529-1990.

Sincerely,

Karen Argenti  Dart Westphal
Co-Chairs, Water Committee, BCEQ

C: BCEQ Board
SWIM
Harlem River Working Group
East Bronx Coastal Working Group
NRDC
Riverkeeper
SWCD
DEP, EPA
Bronx Elected Officials
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised Draft MS4 Permit for New York City, which DEC released in March 2015.

Friends of Brook Park is a leading community-based environmental organization in the South, South Bronx. We engage youth and adults in organic gardening, Community Supported Agriculture and arts and indigenous cultural events and activities that convey a deep respect for the Natural world. In addition we are strong advocates for environmental justice, waterfront access and green space development.

We lead shore clean-ups and offer canoe and kayak introductions to the Harlem River and Bronx Kill and conduct eco-education tours as far north as the Hudson River and to southern end of Randall’s island and beyond. We work with numerous local organizations and schools and have helped launch the Harlem River Working Group, and art part of S.W.I.M. and the NYC Watertrail Association.

The Harlem River and Bronx Kill are severely impacted by permitted and UNPERMITTED outflows. Our Harlem River Watch program has consistently documented unpermitted outflows, often many days past from any rain activity on the Bronx and Manhattan sides as well as Randall’s Island visible at low tide.

We understand that DEC and the NYC Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) have been negotiating for a year over revisions to the initial draft permit released last year. While we appreciate the effort DEC has put in to this permit, we continue to believe that it does not go far enough to protect New York City waters.

Specifically we urge the DEC to consider stronger requirements on:

- minimum size for construction sites, based on available studies and data from other metropolitan areas in the country;
- green infrastructure on redevelopment projects, right-of-way projects, and sewer and other flood management projects;
- water quality improvement with quantifiable pollutant reduction targets and timelines;
- coordination with other water quality improvement programs, including the CSO Long Term Control Plans, Open Industrial Use Study, Brownfields and others
- more meaningful public participation and involvement

We believe stronger requirements are necessary if we are truly committed to making our waters fishable and swimmable, as required by the Clean Water Act.

Thank you very much for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Harry Bubbins
Director
—
Harry J. Bubbins  
Director  
646-648-4362  
www.friendsofbrookpark.org

Sign up for our Email list here: 
http://oi.vresp.com/?fid=4e9cc7269
April 10, 2014

Mr. Steve A. Watts
NYSDEC Region 2 Headquarters
47-40 21st St
Long Island City, NY 11101

Re: Draft State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems owned or operated by the City of New York

Dear Mr. Watts:


New York City has invested billions of dollars over the past 13 years in improving water quality through the rehabilitation and upgrade of its 14 wastewater treatment plants, along with investments in mitigating the impacts of combined sewer overflows and other projects. This aggressive investment was funded by City residents through substantial increases in the City’s water rates. Many of the increased costs were the result of aggressive government mandates and schedules that excessively drove up construction costs.

We are concerned that the new requirements in the MS4 permit will further increase project costs, require additional city resources and result in much higher water rates, or a reduction in other essential capital construction improvements to the city’s water and sewer mains. We therefore request that before the regulations are finalized, the following issues should be revisited:

**Size threshold for Construction and Post Construction Stormwater Controls**
The construction industry opposes efforts to reduce the size threshold for construction and post construction storm water controls below one acre. Such a reduction would dramatically increase the number of lots to which these rules apply without a corresponding benefit to water quality improvements.

Moreover, a reduction in the size threshold – especially without detailed knowledge of the construction and post construction controls – would impact economic development in New York City and increase construction costs. The increased engineering, monitoring and
construction costs will have a harmful impact on the ability to fund the construction of affordable housing, which is a critical need in the New York metropolitan area.

Public Outreach Mandates
The NYC Department of Environmental Protection has already begun extensive public outreach efforts to affected parties. The City should be afforded the flexibility to establish an appropriate and robust public outreach effort rather than having such requirements mandated.

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans
The design responsibility for the stormwater pollution prevent plan (SWPP) must be the responsibility of the project owner and must be included as part of the project plans and specifications in the contract bid documents. The SWPPP erosion and sediment control practices will have an impact on project cost and therefore must be clearly set forth in the bidding process to ensure a full and fair bidding process and compliance with the SWPPP requirements.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft permit.

Sincerely,

Denise M. Richardson
Re: Revised Draft SPDES Permit No. NY-0287890 (NYC MS4 Permit)

Dear Mr. Watts,

On behalf of Natural Resources Defense Council, Riverkeeper, and NY/NJ Baykeeper, please accept the following comments on the March 2015 revised draft State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) of New York City (the “Revised Draft Permit”). The Revised Draft Permit would regulate discharges to surface waters, from both public and private property, via MS4 outfalls owned or operated by the City, as well as discharges to surface waters from municipal operations and facilities that drain via overland flow.

One year ago, we submitted comments on DEC’s initial draft of this permit (“Initial Draft Permit”). Unfortunately, the Revised Draft Permit fails to resolve the legal defects we identified in our original comments and remains inadequate to protect water quality in New York City.

The Revised Draft Permit still does not hold the City accountable for achieving pollutant load reductions sufficient to ensure that MS4 discharges cease to cause or contribute to such impairments, as required by law. And it still does not ensure that New York City will adopt specific practices that reduce pollution system-wide to the “maximum extent practicable,” as also required by law. Additionally, while the permit provides several avenues for public participation in the City’s stormwater management efforts, it still omits some of the most essential public participation rights and is too vague with respect to others.

To address these shortcomings, we urge DEC to improve the Draft Permit as follows:

1. apply robust post-construction stormwater management requirements – including an “on-site retention” (or “runoff reduction”) standard equivalent to the standard for new development – to all new development and redevelopment projects that disturb 5,000 or more square feet of land;

2. clearly and unequivocally prohibit discharges that cause or contribute to water quality standards violations, and provide for a specific compliance schedule (including a retrofit
program) for eliminating discharges that cause or contribute to existing water quality impairments;

3. require that planning under this permit must specifically integrated with other water pollution control programs currently under development by the City and State (e.g., CSO Long Term Control Plans, Superfund remediation), while pollution control plans for such other pollution sources are under development;

4. strengthen various elements of the Stormwater Management Program (SWMP) requirements to ensure their effectiveness and accountability for water quality results;

5. mandate full transparency for the City’s public participation plans as it develops its SWMP and other permit-required findings, as well as for the DEC SWMP approval; and

6. address certain “drafting” issues, to avoid unnecessary ambiguity.

The National Research Council, an arm of the National Academies of Science, has stated that, of all the challenges facing stormwater management in this country, “[p]erhaps most problematic is that the requirements governing stormwater dischargers leave a great deal of discretion to the dischargers themselves in developing stormwater pollution prevention plans and self-monitoring to ensure compliance.”¹ DEC must avoid repeating this pattern, by ensuring that this permit includes clear, precise, and strong provisions that hold New York City accountable for achieving stormwater pollution reduction and water quality mandates.

Please accept the detailed comments below, which elaborate on each of our main areas of concern.

1. In order to comply with the “maximum extent practicable” standard, the Draft Permit must require more stringent post-construction controls, including a lower size threshold for triggering post-construction stormwater management requirements, and performance standard for redevelopment projects that matches the standard for new development projects.

Under state and federal law, SPDES permits for MS4s “shall require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable.”² Courts interpreting the phrase “maximum extent practicable” have found it to be clear and unambiguous: it means to the fullest degree technologically feasible, except where costs are wholly disproportionate to the potential benefits.³ DEC is responsible not merely to instruct an MS4 permittee to develop measures that

² 33 U.S.C. § 1342(p)(3)(B)(iii); ECL § 17-0808(3)(c); see also 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv), 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 750-1.11(a)(9) (requiring SPDES permits to comply with the enumerated federal regulations).
³ See, e.g., Hauser v. Dep’t of Law, Gov’t of Guam, 97 F.3d 1152, 1159 (9th Cir. 1996) (finding that “practicable” means “capable of being done: feasible”); Rybachek v. EPA, 904 F.2d 1276, 1289 (9th Cir. 1990) (holding that, to meet the “practicable” standard, EPA must select best level of technology unless costs are “wholly disproportionate” to benefits); Defenders of Wildlife v. Babbitt, 130 F. Supp. 2d 121, 131 (D.D.C. 2001) (“[T]he phrase ‘to the maximum extent practicable’ does not permit an agency unbridled discretion. It imposes a clear duty on the agency
reduce stormwater pollution to the maximum extent practicable, but to issue permit terms that “ensure that the measures that any given…[MS4] undertake[s] will in fact reduce discharges to the maximum extent practicable.” The Revised Draft Permit, as written, does not meet this obligation.

DEC’s Fact Sheet accompanying the Revised Draft Permit fails to explain why standards that have proven to be practicable in other major cities would not be “practicable” in New York City. As a matter of law, standards that are being implemented in comparable situations elsewhere are practicable, and therefore required by the “maximum extent practicable” standard. If DEC believes New York City is different from other cities in some relevant respect, DEC must identify those differences and explain why they indicate that stringent standards applied elsewhere would not be practicable in New York City.

a. The Draft Permit should be modified to reduce the 1 acre “land disturbance” threshold to 5,000 square feet.

The Revised Draft Permit’s one acre threshold for application of post-construction stormwater management requirements (Section IV.F) excludes far too much of the MS4 service area from coverage, without any valid reason. This size threshold would not satisfy the “maximum extent practicable” legal standard. Broader application of these requirements, to all new development and redevelopment with at least 5,000 square feet of land disturbance, is indeed practicable, and is therefore mandatory. New York City recently adopted new stormwater management rules – requiring on-site management of a significant volume of stormwater – that apply to sites at least as small as 5,000 square feet. There is no reason why the same approach [as reflected in the Washington, DC MS4 permit] has been demonstrated to be

---

4 Environmental Defense Center v. EPA, 344 F.3d 832, 855 (9th Cir. 2003).
6 For example, Washington D.C.’s MS4 permit, issued by EPA Region 3, applies post-construction requirements to new development and redevelopment that disturbs over 5,000 square feet of soil, as well as to substantial renovations to large buildings. See http://www.epa.gov/reg3wapd/npdes/dcp/permits.htm. See also 21 D.C. Regs. §§ 516, 599 (implementing standards from DC MS4 permit). The state of Maryland’s post-construction stormwater management regulations apply to developments disturbing over 5,000 square feet of land area. Code Md. Regs. 26.17.02.05(B)(2). Philadelphia’s regulations currently apply to development that results in an area of earth disturbance of 15,000 square feet or more, PWD Stormwater Management Regulations § 600.2(a), although the city will be reducing this threshold to 5,000 square feet, under a directive from the state Department of Environmental Protection. In San Diego, post-construction requirements apply to projects creating and/or replacing at least 2,500, 5,000, or 10,000 square feet of impervious surface area, depending on the type of project. California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region, Order No. R9-2013-0001/NPDES No. CAS0109266 at 85.
‘practicable.’”\(^7\) Likewise, EPA Region 2’s comments on the Initial Draft Permit (see comment #16) stated that DEC “should set 5,000 s.f. as the cutoff in this permit” and cited the Washington, DC and San Francisco MS4 permits as examples of permits for large, densely developed cities that use this threshold. As EPA Region 2 noted in its comment letter, “[i]f the cutoff is too high and too few projects are captured, the requirement will be of little benefit.” DEC is required not merely to ensure that the permit’s post-construction requirement is not “of little benefit” – it is required to ensure that the post-construction requirement ensures pollution reduction “to the maximum extent practicable.” To do so, DEC must reduce the size threshold to 5,000 s.f.

As demonstrated by the analysis of New York City lot-level data we provided with our comments on the Initial Draft Permit, a one-acre threshold would cover only a small minority of the land area within the City’s MS4 system, whereas a 5,000 square foot threshold would capture a significantly larger percentage of the City’s land area. Contrary to the City’s assertion that there is insufficient data for developing a standard, we have submitted ample information and by reference we incorporate this data again. Ignoring this clear evidence – in order to delay implementation of an actually realistic trigger – would be a clear violation of the spirit and letter of the law.

Additionally, application of post-construction stormwater management requirements to as many sites as possible – including existing developed sites when they are subject to redevelopment – is essential to remedying existing water quality impairments. Therefore, in other MS4s that cause or contribute to water quality impairments in receiving waters, low size thresholds for post-construction requirements not only serve to implement the “maximum extent practicable” requirement, but also contribute cost-effectively towards the MS4’s obligations to reduce pollutant loadings sufficiently to meet water quality standards. In New York City, a low size threshold would serve the same dual function (see comment #2 below, regarding the requirement for the Draft Permit to ensure compliance with water quality standards).

For all of these reasons, DEC must revise Section IV.F. to apply to all new development and redevelopment projects that disturb at least 5,000 s.f. of land. To control stormwater discharges, projects of less than 5,000 s.f. must be included in the program if that project is part of a larger common plan of development or sale that will result in a land disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre.

---

Likewise, Section IV.M.4.f.iii. must be revised to change “1 acre” to “5,000 s.f.” for reporting purposes, and must not be limited to sites reflected in DEC permit data since sites smaller than 1 acre will not have obtained coverage under DEC’s construction general permit.  

b. The Draft Permit should be modified to resolve flawed incorporation of other, insufficient, standards.

Earlier this year, DEC finalized a new version of the Construction General Permit, which cures this defect, and the Revised Draft Permit (section IV.F.1) now incorporates-by reference the standards from the new Construction General Permit.

The incorporation of standards from the new Construction General Permit, however, creates new problems, since the post-construction performance standards in that permit fail to meet the maximum extent practicable standard. NRDC and Riverkeeper detailed the flaws in the Construction General Permit’s post-construction performance standard in our comments on the draft of that permit. (See attached comment letter dated 9/2/14, at comment #3.) The final version of the 2015 Construction General Permit did not make the necessary changes to fix those defects. Therefore, the Revised Draft Permit, by incorporating the standards from the 2015 Construction General Permit, incorporates those same defects and fails to meet the “maximum extent practicable” standard. We incorporate by reference NRDC and Riverkeeper’s comments on the draft Construction General Permit as comments on the Revised Draft Permit.

---

8 The Revised Draft Permit maintains a one acre threshold and adds a requirement (at Part IV.F.4) that the City conduct a study, due in three years as part of its SWMP, to recommend an “appropriate” size threshold and propose steps for implementing such a threshold if it differs from one acre. Even if DEC were to defer a decision on a lower threshold – an approach we believe is contrary to law – the new permit provision is far weaker than necessary to achieve that approach. First, the permit does not specific how to determine what is an “appropriate” size threshold, leaving it to the City’s discretion to use any method and rationale it chooses. In light of the City’s comments on the Initial Draft Permit, it seems that the City’s approach will be to resist any lower threshold that creates a greater administrative burden than the City currently has for stormwater regulation. That is not an acceptable approach, since the entire point of an MS4 permit is to impose new regulatory requirements on a permittee. DEC must determine what is the maximum extent practicable, and, as explained above, other cities’ ability to implement a 5,000 s f. threshold demonstrates that it is practicable. If anything, New York City is more capable than other cities of managing the administrative burdens of expanded regulation, since the city has more resources. Further, as noted above, the City’s preexisting stormwater regulations already apply to sites as small as 5,000 s f., so setting that threshold in the MS4 permit would not expand the types of projects that are already subject to City review for stormwater compliance; it would just strengthen the pollution control performance standard applicable to such projects. Second, three years is far too long for a study, to the extent such a study is considered desirable. The data to evaluate the practicability of various size thresholds is readily available to the City from its own property and permitting records. Third, this permit provision does not require the City to implement a lower threshold, if the study concludes that a lower threshold is “appropriate,” as soon as possible, but instead requires only submission of a “a plan for developing adequate legal authority to implement” the City’s recommended threshold and requires the City to “identify any feasible steps that could be implemented during the remainder of the permit term.” In other words, the permit envisions that the threshold will remain at one acre at least until the next permit term, regardless of whether the City’s study recommends a lower threshold or whether DEC determines based on the study that a lower threshold is needed. If the permit addresses the size threshold issue by means of a study requirement, it must also expressly require the City to implement, as soon as possible, any lower size threshold that the study recommends, or any lower size threshold that DEC instructs based on its review of the study. Finally, as with the entire SWMP, DEC’s process for review and approval of the study must include an opportunity for public to, and a public hearing before, DEC as to whether the City’s proposed size threshold satisfies applicable legal standards.
The standard for redevelopment projects is far weaker than the standard for new development projects in the 2015 Construction General Permit. As applied to New York City, where virtually every construction project is a redevelopment project, this is the Construction General Permit’s most significant weakness. The City’s own stormwater rules adopted in 2012 (see footnote 6 above), which apply in combined sewer drainage areas, do not apply a lower standard to redevelopment as compared to new development. While the standards in the Revised Draft Permit differ in substance from those standards, as they should – because they require runoff reduction, rather than slow release – there is likewise no basis to apply a more lenient standard to redevelopment than to new development in the MS4 areas of the city.

As explained in our comments on the draft Construction General Permit, other similar jurisdictions apply the same stringent runoff reduction standards to both new development and redevelopment, demonstrating that it is practicable, and therefore required for the NYC MS4 permit under the “maximum extent practicable” standard. Moreover, as also explained in our comments on the draft Construction General Permit, in any instances where there are technical constraints on a particular redevelopment site that makes it infeasible to capture runoff from the 90th percentile storm without discharge, the infeasibility exception built-in to the runoff reduction standard for new development standard makes it fully practicable apply that same standard to redevelopment sites.

A further major weakness is the language relating to flood management projects:

- Part IV.F.1.d includes a new provision, not included in the Initial Draft Permit, that the City must “ensure that SWPPPs for proposed flood management projects assess the impacts on the water quality of receiving waters.” This provision includes no definition of “flood management project,” no explanation of the method the City must use to evaluate such impacts, and no requirement to avoid, mitigate, or offset such impacts. Further, the provision specifically excludes “the installation and maintenance of storm sewers, high level storm sewers, Bluebelt projects, or other projects that reduce localized flooding; recreational and aesthetic features and impoundments that do not perform a flood control function; and drainage inlets.” This exclusion is completely improper and unlawful. Most such drainage improvements, almost by definition, are likely to increase pollutant loads because they are designed to capture more runoff in the MS4 system and discharge it through MS4 outfalls to city waterways, irrespective of any changes in the land use or increases in impervious area. The permit must require DEC to avoid, mitigate, or offset such increase pollutant loads by retrofitting the area draining to the new or expanded sewer lines and/or outfalls.

- Part IV.F.1.f. provides that “the SWPPPs prepared for major maintenance or rehabilitation of structural flood control devices in flood management projects shall consider the recommended controls resulting from the facility assessment conducted as required under Part IV.G.1.d. This provision needs a definition of “structural

---

9 This provision seems to conflict with language in Part II, stating that such upgrades are exempt from analysis of water quality impacts unless there is a land use change or increased imperviousness in the drainage area. As noted elsewhere in this letter, that provision of Part II should be stricken.
flood control devices” and “flood management projects.” Further, it must require more than mere “consideration” of controls. The permit must include requirements that ensure that the City implements controls that reduce stormwater pollution associated with such flood control devices to the maximum extent practicable.

c. Additional comments relating to post-construction requirements

- All references to the SPDES General Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Construction Activity and to the New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual should be to the “then-current” version of these documents, rather than the 2015 version specifically, since both documents are likely to be modified over the lifetime of this permit.

- The Permittee should be required to determine whether the technical designs (as distinct from the performance standards and “sizing criteria”) in the New York State Stormwater Design Manual are generally appropriate for the range of site conditions encountered in New York City and, if they are not, to develop a City-specific design manual, which identifies alternative technical designs that may be used to meet the performance standards and sizing criteria of the State Manual. Any such City-specific design manual must be included as part of the Permittee’s SWMP and subject to all public participation and DEC approval requirements to which the SWMP is subject.

- Section IV.F.1.g.: This provision states that the SWMP must "require[] adequate long-term operation and maintenance of [post-construction] stormwater management practices by trained individuals, including inspections to ensure that practices are performing properly." This is ambiguous regarding whether, in the case of privately owned facilities, such "individuals" would be public agency staff or staff of the private property owner. The provision should be expanded to require the City to ensure operations and maintenance of post-construction practices at private facilities in a manner consistent with the requirements of the DEC Construction General Permit, including a requirement to develop an inspection and enforcement program similar to the one which the Draft Permit (Part IV.H.) describes for industrial and commercial sites. This, specifically, was not cured or clarified fully in the revised Draft Permit.

- Section IV.F.h.: This provision must be revised to state that any “offsite alternative stormwater management” receiving credit under a “banking and credit” system must be associated with retrofit projects that are not otherwise required by law. For example, as currently drafted, this provision seems to allow retrofits within CSO drainage areas that are undertaken in compliance with the City’s CSO Consent Order to generate “credits” towards meeting the Draft Permit’s “no net increase” requirement; allowing such retrofits to generate credit would unlawfully grant the City carte blanche to allow increased MS4 discharges that cancel out pollution reductions achieved in CSO areas. It is unclear whether this comment was addressed in the revised Draft Permit.

- Section IV.F.h.v.: This provision requires that "[a] banking and credit system must at minimum ensure that...mitigation is applied for retrofit or redevelopment." The term retrofit is undefined here; the provision also gives no indication of what is meant by "mitigation is
applied”。DEC should clarify this provision – the changes that were made did not necessarily address this comment.

2. **DEC must revise the draft permit to clearly prohibit discharges that cause or contribute to violations of water quality standards, and provide for a compliance schedule to eliminate any existing contributions to water quality impairments that are attributable to MS4 discharges.**

Under state and federal law, in addition to meeting the “maximum extent practicable” standard, SPDES permits must also include any further pollution control measures that are needed to ensure compliance with state water quality standards.**10** EPA’s Environmental Appeals Board has made clear that these requirements apply no less to MS4 permits than to any other type of Clean Water Act permit.**11** DEC has expressly affirmed this principle, explaining recently to the New York Court of Appeals that “[s]tate law requires permits (including stormwater discharge permits) to include conditions ‘necessary to insure compliance with water quality standards.’”**12**

Further, with respect to any discharge that is not in compliance with permit limitations, water quality standards, or other applicable requirements, state law provides that DEC “shall establish specific steps in a compliance schedule designed to attain compliance within the shortest reasonable time.”**13** Where the time frame in which compliance must be attained exceeds nine months, “a schedule of compliance shall be specified in the [SPDES] permit.”**14**

As the Draft Permit makes clear (Section II.B.1 and Appendix 2), discharges from New York City’s MS4 currently contribute to water quality impairments in many waterbodies. Yet, rather than unequivocally prohibiting discharges and establishing a compliance schedule for achieving the pollutant reductions necessary to achieve water quality standards, the draft permit merely requires that the City ensure “no net increase” in pollution discharges to these impaired waters. This is plainly unlawful. Rather than holding the City accountable for meeting water quality standards and setting a specific schedule of steps to achieve that Clean Water Act goal, it holds the City accountable only for maintaining the status quo – *i.e.*, it permits continuing violations of water quality standards.**15**

---

**10** ECL § 17-0811(5); 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 750-1.11(a)(5)(i); 40 C.F.R. §§ 122.4(d), 122.44(d); see also 40 C.F.R. § 123.25(a)(1), (15).

**11** In re Government of the District of Columbia Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System, 10 E.A.D. 323, 329, 335-43 (EAB 2002) (requiring “imposition of conditions [that] ensure compliance with the applicable water quality requirements of all affected states”).


**13** 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 750-1.14(a) (emphasis added); see also 40 C.F.R. § 122.47(a)(1) (compliance schedules must be designed to achieve compliance “as soon as possible, but not later than the applicable statutory deadline under the CWA”).

**14** 6 N.Y.C.R.R. § 750-1.14(b) (emphasis added).

**15** At least one other provision of the Draft Permit may establish a prohibition on discharges that cause or contribute to water quality standards violations; however, the “no net increase” clause creates uncertainty as to the meaning of that provision when the Draft Permit is read as a whole. See Section VI (definition of “SWMP,” which states that the SWMP must “satisfy appropriate water quality requirements of the ECL and CWA”). (We further note that...
In our comments on the Initial Draft Permit (Comment #2), we explained in detail why the draft permit terms do not ensure compliance with water quality standards. The new paragraph at the beginning of Part II.A of the Revised Draft Permit does nothing to rectify this problem. It is merely a statement of DEC’s belief that the permit terms will ensure compliance with water quality standards. This does not change the fact that the operative terms of the permit – i.e., permit term that actually impose enforceable requirements and/or prohibitions on the permittee – do not ensure compliance with water quality standards. Indeed, those operative terms (specifically, the second paragraph of Part II.A and all of Part II.B.) are identical to corresponding terms of DEC’s Small MS4 General Permit, which are currently under review by the New York Court of Appeals in *NRDC v. DEC* (No. APL-2015-00043).

We hereby incorporate by reference the appellants’ briefs in that appeal insofar as they address the State’s failure to ensure compliance with water quality standards. A decision from the Court of Appeals is anticipated imminently. If the Court rules for the Appellants, it will be beyond dispute that the terms of the Revised Draft Permit are unlawful and must be revised. We strongly urge DEC to wait for a ruling in *NRDC v. DEC* before finalizing the NYC MS4 Permit, and to revise the draft NYC MS4 Permit as needed to comply with the Court’s holding. Otherwise, our organizations would be forced to bring additional litigation if DEC issues a final NYC MS4 Permit that is unlawful under the forthcoming Court of Appeals decision. It would be better for all to avoid this outcome.

Specifically, to comply with state and federal law, DEC must revise Section II to expressly prohibit discharges that cause or contribute to water quality standards violations and to establish a *specific* compliance schedule consistent with the requirements of 6 NYCRR § 750-1.14. The compliance schedule provision of the permit could be structured to require the Permittee to develop and submit for DEC review – subject to public notice, comment, and an opportunity for a public hearing before DEC – a proposed remedial action plan that includes all of the necessary elements of a compliance schedule pursuant to 6 NYCRR § 750-1.14(a)-(b) & 40 C.F.R. § 122.47(a)(3), including meeting the elements of the definition of a “schedule of compliance” as per 6 NYCRR § 1.2(a)(74); 40 C.F.R. § 122.2; & 33 U.S.C. § 1362(17).

Section I.C.3. provides that discharges the permitting of which is prohibited under state and federal regulations – which include discharges causing or contributing to water quality standards violations – are “not authorized by this permit.” However, an exclusion of certain discharges from coverage under a permit is not the same as a provision stating that the occurrence of such discharges would be a violation of the permit; nor does such an exclusion represent a “schedule of compliance” to eliminate such discharges.)

16 In the case of one waterbody, for which DEC has quantified the MS4 pollutant load reductions necessary to achieve water quality standards, the Draft Permit should also be modified to specify a numeric pollution reduction requirement. In the Long Island Sound nitrogen TMDL, DEC determined that, to achieve water quality standards for dissolved oxygen in Long Island Sound, a 10 percent reduction (from the annual level in 2000) in aggregate nitrogen loading from urban and agricultural stormwater runoff is required by 2014, and that such reductions are achievable through “an aggressive . . . runoff control program” utilizing existing legal authority, including, specifically, stormwater permitting. Thus, for discharges of nitrogen to Long Island Sound, the Draft Permit should not only include a narrative requirement to reduce discharges sufficiently to ensure the MS4 does not cause or contribute to water quality standards violations, but should also include a numeric requirement to achieving the 10% reduction specified by the Long Island Sound TMDL.

17 The final permit should explicitly state the following requirements: To satisfy the requirements of a compliance schedule, the remedial action plan must contain “specific steps…designed to attain compliance within the shortest
Other sections of the Draft Permit that relate to the objectives of the SWMP and monitoring also must still be revised to address water quality standards compliance goals. Specifically, in Section IV, 1st para. and Sections IV.J.3. & IV.M.4.j.i., the language must be revised to state that the purpose of SWMP, and of monitoring, assessment, and reporting on progress towards goals, must be not only to achieve compliance with the “maximum extent practicable” standard, but also water quality standards compliance. Further, the last sentence of Section IV.M.4.j.i. should be revised to require, unconditionally (i.e., not “to the extent practicable”), that the permittee “identify and use measureable goals, assessment indicators, and assessment methods” to determine progress towards achieving compliance with water quality standards.

In addition, we addressed in our comments on the Initial Draft Permit several ways in which the “no net increase” provision is inadequate even to maintain the status quo regarding MS4 contributions to water quality impairments. Those comments still apply to the Revised Draft Permit, if DEC does not replace the “no net increase” requirement in its entirety (which, as explained above, is required by law).

• Last line of Sec. II.B.1: The provision that “no net increase” is to be evaluated “after considering impact of [controls on non-MS4s]” renders the no net increase requirement virtually meaningless as a means for protecting water quality. It allows for increases over current MS4 pollution levels if there are reduced pollutant loads from CSO discharges or other sources; in effect, this allows the City’s separate storm sewer system to cancel out any gains achieved by the City’s CSO program or other pollution reduction efforts. In practice, in waterbodies impaired both by CSO discharges and MS4 discharges, for which the CSO Order requires reductions in CSO discharges, this provision will allow substantial increases in MS4 discharges. The permit allows these increases even when they inhibit the ability to achieve water quality standards compliance in the receiving waters. DEC must revise the Draft Permit to prohibit non-MS4 offsets of increased MS4 discharges, except where the net result is compliance with water quality standards.

• The Draft Permit should be revised to clarify that land disturbances that are cumulatively equal to or greater than one acre throughout an impaired watershed constitute “non-negligible land use changes.” The cumulative effects of many projects over the years can be massive: A recent, peer reviewed study by researchers at the U.S. Forest Service and SUNY-ESF concluded that, from 2004-2009, New York City actually lost 5.5% of its tree and shrub cover (equal to 1.2% of the city’s total area), and increased impervious cover by 2.3% (equal to 1.4% of the city’s total area).18

reasonable time” (6 NYCRR 750-1.14(a)). The specific steps, or interim requirements, of the schedule must be no more than 9 months apart (6 NYCRR 750-1.14(b)). Those interim requirements, upon DEC approval, must be enforceable against the Permittee (40 CFR 122.2, 6 NYCRR 750-1.2(a)(74)). The interim requirements should include milestones expressed in numeric terms, i.e., as a volume reduction, pollutant load, specific implementation action or set of actions, or other objective metric. Finally, proposed remedial action plan must provide sufficiency analysis to demonstrate that proposed deadline for meeting water quality standards is, in fact, “the shortest reasonable time,” and that the interim milestones will be sufficient to ensure the Permittee meets that deadline.

• Section II.B.1.b.i.: Compliance with the DEC Design Manual should not be deemed compliance with the “no net increase” requirement for floatables, since the Manual makes no absolutely reference to designing for floatables control.

• Section II.B.1.b.iii.: This provision states that, “For sewer upgrade and extension projects constructed by or on behalf of the Permittee, the pollutant load analysis is not required for projects that do not result in an increase in impervious area or a change in land use that increases the pollutant load.” This clause should be eliminated. Sewer upgrade and extension projects, almost by definition, are likely to increase pollutant loads because they are designed to capture more runoff in the MS4 system and discharge it through MS4 outfalls to city waterways, irrespective of any changes in the land use or increases in impervious area. The permit must require DEC to avoid, mitigate, or offset such increase pollutant loads by retrofitting the area draining to the new or expanded sewer lines and/or outfalls. (By way of contrast, we note that DEC’s Small MS4 General Permit [Section VII.A.6.b.] requires that MS4s must “consider and incorporate runoff reduction techniques and green infrastructure in the routine upgrade of the existing stormwater conveyance systems.”)

• Section II.B.c.: The phrase “levels of pollutant control equivalent to the New York State Stormwater Management Design Manual (2010) applicable to control of the relevant POCs” does not have any clear meaning in this context. It must be revised to state an objective pollution control standard, such as a numeric performance standard for runoff reduction (see comment 1.b above). The Design Manual (sec. 3.3) only defines pollutant removal performance for TSS (80%) and TP (40%). But, as per Appendix 2 of the Draft Permit, these are not the relevant POCs causing impairment in New York City.

Regarding implementation of TMDLs, DEC completely deleted from the draft permit Section II.B.2, which appeared in the Initial Draft Permit (and appears in the state’s Small MS4 General Permit), and which concerned compliance with any future TMDLs. That provision should be reinstated and revised to state that any SWMP modifications designed to implement a TMDL must be subject to DEC review, public notice and comment and an opportunity for a hearing, and DEC approval (see comment # 5 below); and must include all necessary elements of compliance schedules under 6 NYCRR § 750-1.14.19 We can only assume that DEC deleted this provision because no New York City waters are currently slated for development of TMDLs. However, TMDLs are, in fact, required by law for many of these waters and, regardless of whether DEC currently intends to comply with that requirement, the permit should include a provision for implementation of TMDLs if and when they are developed.

Further, there is already one TMDL applicable to NYC’s MS4 discharges, for which DEC must include a compliance schedule in this permit: the Long Island Sound Nitrogen TMDL. DEC must revise the permit to establish Watershed Improvement Strategy (WIS) requirements, similar to the nitrogen WIS provisions of the Small MS4 General Permit, as well

19 New York State Supreme Court has ruled, in NRDC v. DEC, that MS4 permits must include compliance schedules, within the meaning of 6 NYCRR § 750-1.14, to implement any applicable TMDL waste load allocation that has an implementation timeline greater than nine months; DEC has not challenged that ruling on appeal.
as associated schedules of compliance pursuant to applicable requirements of federal and state law, for discharges of nitrogen to Long Island Sound (LIS). It must do so to ensure compliance with the 10% pollutant load reduction target for urban runoff included in the LIS Nitrogen TMDL. Although the LIS TMDL labeled this pollution reduction target as a “Load Allocation” for unregulated non-point sources, rather than a WLA for point sources, the MS4s responsible for these discharges, including NYC, are now regulated point sources rather than unregulated non-point sources. Accordingly, the TMDL specifies numeric pollutant reductions (i.e., 10%) that must be achieved by MS4s in order to attain water quality standards in LIS. DEC is obliged to include such target as a binding effluent limitation in MS4 permits for discharges to Long Island Sound, including the NYC MS4 permit. By failing to do so, the permit instead relegated the Sound to the “ensure no net increase in its discharge” of nitrogen standard in part III.B.1, which is inconsistent with the TMDL and therefore does not comply with federal and state law.

Finally, we note that Save the Sound has submitted a petition to EPA to revise the Long Island Sound TMDL. A new TMDL would necessarily include a Waste Load Allocation for MS4s, and the New York City MS4 permit must ensure compliance with such WLA.

3. **DEC should revise the Draft Permit to ensure coordination among the City’s MS4 pollution reduction efforts and the numerous complementary and often overlapping regulatory requirements and processes that the City of New York is currently subject to or otherwise involved in.**

Like the Initial Draft Permit, the Revised Draft Permit makes several vague references to the idea of developing a “comprehensive integrated planning approach.”\(^{20}\) Presumably in response to our comments on the Initial Draft Permit, the Revised Draft Permit includes one new provision (the new Part II.B.2) that addresses the relationship between MS4 discharges and CSO Long Term Control Plans, but this provision fails to adequately address the issue.

Specifically, Part II.B.2 is flawed in the following ways:

- It requires coordination only with CSO abatement efforts, not with other pollution control efforts, such as under Superfund and brownfields programs.

- The required coordination with CSO abatement efforts applies only after there is an approved LTCP. Coordination is essential during the development of LTCPs, as emphasized in our comments on the Initial Draft Permit. Also, as noted elsewhere in this letter, the draft LTCPs submitted in the last year underscore the need for such coordination.

- This permit provision only requires consideration of “non-structural” controls on MS4 discharges. This limitation should be eliminated. All controls, including structural and non-structural, must be evaluated. (We further note that the permit includes no definition of non-structural controls. This term is often used to refer to things such as public education campaigns and other behavioral changes, which do not involved physical changes to the

\(^{20}\) See, Draft Permit, Section I.A, Section IV (first para.).
sewer system or to impervious spaces draining into the MS4 system. The latter sorts of measures must be included.)

- This permit provision requires only evaluation of options, not the development, submission for DEC review and approval (with appropriate public participation opportunities), and implementation of a remedial plan, including a lawful compliance schedule, to reduce MS4 discharges sufficient to ensure compliance with water quality standards. It must be revised to require all of these things.

As explained in our comments on the Initial Draft Permit, without a mandate for a fully integrated approach, it will be impossible to achieve compliance with existing water quality standards or to achieve the Clean Water Act’s “fishable, swimmable” goals. The draft CSO Long Term Control Plans that DEP has submitted over the last year – and DEC’s comments (and DEP’s responses thereto) on those draft LTCPs – further underscore the point, as they include extensive analysis of the contribution of the City’s own MS4 discharges to the very same water quality impairments, in the very same water bodies, that the LTCPs are intended to address. DEC’s Fact Sheet accompanying the Revised Draft Permit states, however, that EPA guidance provides that “integrated planning” is at the option of the permittee and cannot be mandated in a permit. This is incorrect, as applied to the circumstances of the NYC MS4 permit.

The purpose of EPA’s “integrated planning” guidance was to provide an optional pathway for municipal permittees to prioritize among multiple independent Clean Water Act compliance obligations. This permit, however, does not involve independent obligations that can, in the absence of integrated planning, be dealt with effectively. Rather, DEC is here obliged to issues permits that ensure compliance with water quality standards, with respect to two types of pollution discharges into the same waterbodies by the same permittee (CSO and MS4) that are responsible for the same impairments of the same stream segments. DEC is fully empowered to mandate integrated compliance plans under such circumstances; indeed, it is required to do so here, since it is otherwise impossible to ensure that the city’s MS4 discharges do not contribute to water quality standards violations.21

4. In order to comply with the “maximum extent practicable” standard, DEC should strengthen various elements of the SWMP requirements to ensure their effectiveness and provide a basis to hold the City accountable for achieving water quality results.

DEC should strengthen various other provisions relating to the SWMP, as described below, to ensure that the permit will result in controls that reduce stormwater pollution “to the maximum extent practicable.”

a. General concerns regarding the SWMP remain, despite revisions

- Three years to develop a SWMP is excessive, particularly since this permit is now 20 years overdue and the City has likely been discussing the contents of the permit with DEC for

---

21 We further note that, in the City’s comments on DEC’s pending draft renewal permits for the city’s POTW and CSO discharges, the City stated that it wants to undertake an integrated planning process for its multiple Clean Water Act compliance obligations.
years already. We further note that EPA’s Phase I rule for large MS4 permits required submission of a proposed stormwater management program within two years of the date on which that rule was promulgated. The timeline in the Draft Permit should be reduced to one year. (In our comments on the Initial Draft Permit, we urged a two-year deadline. However, one year has passed in the interim, and DEP has been well aware of what the bulk of its obligations under the permit’s SWMP provisions are likely to be. DEP could and should have been – and we hope it has been – working over the last year to begin developing its SWMP. The protracted negotiations between DEC and DEP over the last year, which resulted in only modest changes to the draft permit, should not be allowed to delay the actual dates by which DEP must comply with the permit.)

- We support the Draft Permit provisions (Sections III.B., III.C., III.D, and IV [third para]) intended to ensure the Permittee has the requisite legal authority, financial resources, and inter-agency coordination protocols to implement its obligations under the permit, except that the various deadlines for submissions to DEC should be moved up consistent with the shortening of the SWMP deadline proposed above.

- Similar to the prior two points, all of the other deadlines in the permit should be shortened by one year, to compensate for the time that has passed since the original draft permit was proposed.

- Section I.B.: The provisions exempting certain non-stormwater discharges that are discharged through the MS4 system remain over-broad:
  - Several of the listed categories that relate to runoff from lawn and other landscape watering or irrigation (Sections I.B.2, 10, and 14) are well-known as significant sources of nutrient contamination in urban watersheds. Lawns “contribute greater concentrations of Total N, Total P and dissolved phosphorus than other urban source areas … source research suggests that nutrient concentrations in lawn runoff can be as much as four times greater than other urban sources such as streets, rooftops or driveways.” Accordingly, these categories should be deleted from the list of exempt non-stormwater discharges.
  - Sections IV.D.1 & IV.D.9 provide that the SWMP must address otherwise-exempt non-stormwater discharges listed in Section I.B. if they “are identified by the Permittee as a substantial contributor of pollutants to waters of the State.” The permit should require the SWMP to include a quantitative analysis of whether these sources are substantial contributors of pollutants.

- Section IV:

---

22 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(e)(3)(iii).
24 Several of the impaired waters listed in Appendix 2 of the Draft Permit are impaired for nitrogen or phosphorus; at a minimum, the exemption should be deleted for those watersheds.
First para.: The SWMP Plan should be required to address activities for a longer period of time than “the duration of the permit.” Under the deadlines in the Draft Permit, there would only be 2 years left of the permit term after the City submits the SWMP plan, to say nothing of additional time it will take for DEC to review and approve the plan after submission. Moreover, based on DEC’s Environmental Benefits Permit Strategy, it seems likely that the permit will be “administratively renewed” beyond the end of its initial 5-year term. Thus, it is essential that the initial SWMP provide a roadmap for activities beyond the end of the permit’s first term. To ensure the plan remains relevant as circumstances change, the Draft Permit should require that, once every 3 years after approval of the SWMP, or upon submission of a permit renewal application (whichever is sooner), the Permittee’s annual report shall include a thorough analysis of whether each major SWMP provision need to be updated and, if updates are needed, propose such updates.25

Fifth para.: The requirement to make “steady progress toward implementation” is far too subjective. The SWMP should be required to have specific milestones with associated deadlines, and the Draft Permit should hold the Permittee accountable for meeting all milestones and deadlines in the approved SWMP.

Last para. (before section A.): The phrasing of this sentence makes it unclear whether the SWMP plan must actually meet the requirements of IV.A through IV.O., or merely “describe priorities for implementing” those requirements subsequent to development of the SWMP plan. This language should be revised to make clear that the plan itself must include, in full, all of the SWMP elements defined in IV.A. through IV.O. Thus, for example, where a provision in one of those sections requires the permittee to “develop,” “identify,” “select,” “describe,” or “conduct” some action, the permit should state unambiguously that these actions must be completed by the time the SWMP plan is due to DEC. The only sorts of actions described in IV.A. through IV.O. that should be taken after completion of the SWMP plan are those related to “implementing” or “enforcing” elements of the SWMP plan.

b. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination

- We incorporate by reference comment #35 from EPA’s comment letter on the Initial Draft Permit, which recommended including a schedule for eliminating illicit discharges once identified. The Revised Draft Permit still does not include such a schedule.

- The correspondence over the last seven months between DEC and DEP concerning the Westchester Creek and Hutchinson River draft LTCPs includes extensive discussion of sampling and/or modeling concerning illicit discharges from NYC’s MS4 system. DEC should refine the illicit discharge detection and elimination requirements in the NYC MS4 permit as needed to address illicit discharge issues identified in the draft LTCPs and in the correspondence between DEC and DEP on the draft LTCPs, as well as any other new information that has been generated within the last year about illicit discharges in NYC.

25 We note that other provisions of the Draft Permit include similar update requirements that extend beyond the first 5-year permit term. See Section IV.C.3 (requiring updated drainage maps every 5 years).
Throughout the Revised Draft Permit, references to water quality indicators, including for example references in the IDDE sections to fecal coliforms, should be amended to reflect the best science available that has been incorporated into Clean Water Act standards – the EPA’s 2012 Recreational Water Quality Criteria.

c. Pollution Prevention/Good Housekeeping for Municipal Operations

IV.G.1.a.: All of the types of operations and facilities listed in the second sentence “contribute or potentially contribute POCs.” Therefore, the second sentence should be revised to state: “The operations and facilities shall include…” (rather than “may include”).

IV.G.1.c.: The self-assessment of municipal operations should be required not only once every five years, but an initial assessment also should be required in connection with development of the SWMP.

IV.G.1.d.: This provision states that the SWMP plan must “determine management practices, policies, and procedures that will be developed and implemented…” Development of these practices, etc., should be part of the process of developing the SWMP. This should be revised to state that the SWMP itself must identify these practices, policies and procedures, not merely present a plan for subsequently developing them.

IV.G.1.e.: This section should delete the reference to “Permittee's capabilities.” The Permittee’s existing capacity should not be a limiting factor on the implementation of pollution prevention and good housekeeping practices; rather, where needed to meet the permit's pollution control requirements, the Permittee should be required to develop additional capacity and capabilities.

IV.G.2.: In our comments on the version of this provision that appeared in the Initial Draft Permit, we stated that it should not establish a weaker “runoff reduction” standard for "new development or redevelopment of municipal properties" that applies to all development and redevelopment projects generally. The Revised Draft Permit eliminates from this section any reference to "new development or redevelopment of municipal properties." Please confirm that this change means that such projects would be subject to the post-construction standards applicable under Part IV.F.

- This provision now requires the City to “Consider and if feasible incorporate, to the MEP, runoff reduction techniques and green infrastructure during planned municipal upgrades including municipal rights of way.” This language appears designed to address one our comments on the Initial Draft Permit, and we appreciate DEC’s effort to address right of way projects explicitly. However, as drafted, this provision remains too vague, as it qualifies the City’s obligation with the term “MEP” (“maximum extent practicable”) but does not provide a means of determining what is “feasible…to the maximum extent practicable.” The provision identifies several appropriate technical factors to consider in determining what is “feasible,” but the provision, as drafted, states that runoff reduction and green infrastructure, even if feasible, must be implemented in right-of-way projects only “to the MEP.” As EPA Region 2 emphasized in its comments on the Initial Draft Permit (comment #22), Part
IV.G. repeatedly uses the term “MEP” to qualify various obligations of the permittee, but provides no decision-making criteria to determine whether the City has, in fact, done something (such as integrating runoff reduction and green infrastructure into any given right-of-way project) “to the MEP.” While the “if feasible” language is appropriate, the “to the MEP” language, as written, is so vague as to hinder the enforceability of the provision; it provides no objective metrics or criteria to evaluate compliance. The “if feasible” limitation is, by itself, a sufficient qualifier on the obligation imposed by this permit provision; DEC should strike “to the MEP” from this provision entirely.

- DEC should add more examples of runoff reduction and green infrastructure techniques to this section. The ones listed are a good start, but others should be included, such as right-of-way bioswales and greenstreets (which the City is very familiar with from its green infrastructure program under the CSO Consent Order), as well as permeable pavement and street trees.
- In our comments on the Initial Draft Permit, we stated that the permit should provide, similar to the MS4 General Permit (Section VII.A.6.b.), that the city must "consider and incorporate runoff reduction techniques and green infrastructure in the routine upgrade of the existing stormwater conveyance systems," regardless of whether such projects would otherwise trigger application of the post-construction requirements under Section IV.F. Please clarify whether the new Part IV.G.2 encompasses such projects. If they are not so encompassed, DEC should add language to include them.

- The permit should include specific requirements concerning management of road salt storage facilities. For example, residents of south Brooklyn have reported repeated problems with runoff from uncovered salt piles at the City’s salt storage facility at the Fountain Avenue Landfill.

d. **Industrial and Commercial Sources**

- In IV.H.1.a.iii.(2), the DEC amended proposed permit language by adding yet another undefined standard:

> “Other industrial or commercial sites/sources tributary to an impaired water segment, where the site/source generates significant amount of POCs for which the water segment is impaired.”

First, this is a grammatically flawed sentence. Second, there is no test for what a “significant amount” looks like. The Permittee, the industries and commercial sources covered by this clause, the public, and the regulators cannot discern which other sources will be included on the inventory through these permit terms. The updated draft permit language changed the intent and design of this clause from being inclusive of sources that contribute to an impairment to a subset class of sources that are significant contributors to an impairment, without defining significance. The State must reverse this decision to exempt sources of pollutants which may be contributing to impairments from even being inventoried.
In IV.H.1.a.iii.(1).(a), the DEC excludes from its inventory any industrial facilities which fit the definition of construction sites as defined at 40 CFR § 122.26(b)(14)(x). DEC never explains its rationale for, between the first draft permit and this current form, choosing to remove these sites from coverage. We object to this arbitrary exclusion.

In IV.H.2, the DEC made wholesale changes to the proposed permit terms that remove from coverage, with no explanation, an entire class of sources. According to the updated factsheet, the DEC “[r]emoved [a] section requiring City to oversee and require controls for unpermitted industrial and commercial facilities not covered under MSGP.”

First, this arbitrary removal of an entire section of stormwater controls cannot stand without further explanation.

Second, the loss of a requirement that unpermitted sources control their stormwater impacts is contrary to the clear terms of the Clean Water Act’s prohibitions against discharging pollutants into the waters of the United States without permits. There is no reason to exempt unpermitted sources from stormwater control minimums. Illicit, unpermitted sources of stormwater into all waterways should be covered, whether or not the waterway is impaired – to require otherwise would be illegal.

Finally, while the new permit does include a requirement to develop a plan to inspect and assess these unpermitted sources, the proposed language is, like the rest of the permit, exceedingly vague. The permit requires that illicit discharges be eliminated, but, given the structure of the subsection, this requirement would seem to only apply to facilities once there has been inspection by the permittee. The inspection and assessment plan would only, however, be developed via the SWMP – three years from the EDP – and contains requirements for when inspections will begin, or when assessments must be completed. Essentially, the permit allows the permittee to develop its own plan for inspecting sources that it does not have to inventory, gives no timeframe for when the permittee must begin making assessments, provides no standards as to how to judge significance of impact, sets no minimum controls for elimination of discharges, and, perhaps most confusing of all, prohibits illicit discharges while - conversely - allowing such discharges which significantly contribute to an impairment to continue while the permittee requests that the State consider issuing a permit.

The State should revert to its original plan – requiring the Permittee catalog unpermitted sources of stormwater pollution – and demand that the Permittee protect water quality standards by ensuring that any of these sources in need of permits get them, immediately.

We also incorporate by-reference the additional comments on industrial and commercial stormwater that we included in our comments on the Initial Draft Permit.

e. **Floatables and Settleable Solids**

We incorporate by reference our comments on this issue from our comment letter on the Initial Draft Permit, as well as the comments submitted by EPA on the initial draft permit.
While DEC has made some changes to this section of the permit (Part IV.I), those changes do not fully address the prior comments.

- The Revised Draft Permit includes a new provision that “The Permittee shall continue the catch basin inspection, cleaning, repair, and retrofitting program that NYCDEP is currently implementing for its catch basins citywide including MS4 areas.” The New York City Council Committee on Environmental Protection has raised significant concerns in oversight hearings about the adequacy of the DEP’s current catch basin cleaning program. DEC should fully evaluate those concerns and strengthen the permit terms concerning catch basin maintenance and cleaning as appropriate.

5. **DEC should revise the permit to ensure robust public involvement in the development, approval, and implementation of the Stormwater Management Program Plan.**

Under the Draft Permit, the City is required to submit a SWMP for DEC review and approval within three years of the effective date of the permit (Permit, at III.A.1). As written, there are many areas for significant improvement of public participation.

Most importantly, DEC must provide opportunity for public participation – including an opportunity for comment to DEC and a public hearing before DEC – in connection with the agency’s review and approval of the SWMP in three years’ time. The Draft Permit does not contain all of the substantive requirements with which the Permittee must comply. Rather, it binds the City to a plan that the City itself will develop – after the permit is issued. As a result, DEC’s ultimate approval of a SWMP will, therefore, amount to a SPDES permit modification and must be treated as such with regard to public participation.

As explained in our comments on the Initial Draft Permit, such opportunities for public participation are required by law. DEC’s Small MS4 General Permit, which is currently under review by the New York Court of Appeals in NRDC v. DEC, similarly lacks the necessary opportunities for public participation. We hereby incorporate by reference the appellants’ briefs in that appeal insofar as they address the failure to provide the necessary opportunities for public participation in connection with DEC’s review of a permittee’s SWMP. A decision from the Court of Appeals is anticipated imminently. If the Court rules for the Appellants, it will be beyond dispute that the terms of the Revised Draft Permit are unlawful with respect to public participation and must be revised. We strongly urge DEC to wait for a ruling in NRDC v. DEC before finalizing the NYC MS4 Permit, and to revise the draft NYC MS4 Permit as needed to comply with the Court’s holding, in order to avoid further litigation over the NYC MS4 permit that our organizations would be forced to bring if DEC issues a final NYC MS4 Permit that is unlawful under the forthcoming Court of Appeals decision.

---

26 *Capital New York* reported that, at a budget hearing on March 15, 2015, Environmental Protection Committee Chair Donovan Richards expressed dissatisfaction with the rate of cleanup of backed up sewers and catch basins. "According to the [federal Environmental Protection Agency] we are one of the worst cities when it comes to cleaning out our catch basins and our sewers," Richards told [DEP Commissioner] Lloyd.”

Moreover, under EPA regulations applicable specifically to large MS4s such as NYC, the draft SWMP will effectively constitute “Part 2” of the City’s MS4 permit application. Therefore, regardless of the outcome of the NRDC v. DEC litigation, DEC’s approval of the SWMP will constitute a permit modification and its review of the draft SWMP must be treated as an application for a permit modification.

Despite these clear legal requirements, the Draft Permit fails to ensure an opportunity for public comment to the DEC or the opportunity for a hearing in front of DEC about the adequacy of the City’s to-be-developed SWMP plan. DEC must remedy this shortcoming in the final permit. Additionally, if DEC issues a permit that requires submission of other significant plans for approval – e.g., compliance schedules and implementation plans for achieving water quality standards (see comment #2 above) – the same public participation requirements must be applied to such plans.

DEC should also improve the public participation requirements in the revised Draft Permit in the following ways:

- **Availability of Comments:** DEC should include a requirement that all submitted statements and comments be available, online, with other documentation the Permittee is required to share.

- **Public reporting and tracking of complaints:** For developing illicit discharge plans (Permit, at IV.D), post-construction stormwater control (Permit, at IV.F), and industrial and commercial stormwater source management (Permit, at IV.H), the Permittee should be required to develop a public-reporting system for complaints (accessible telephonically and electronically) that also allows members of the public to track their reports through to ultimate Permittee resolution online or through a Permittee point of contact in the City. Additionally, for construction site stormwater control (Permit, at IV.E), the draft permit requires that the Permittee describe “procedures for receipt and follow up on complaints or other information submitted by the public regarding construction site storm water runoff”; this section (IV.E.h) should be expanded to require a robust electronic and telephonic system for reporting complaints that allows any member of the public to track complaints from submission to resolution.

---

27 See 40 C.F.R. § 122.26(d)(2)(iv) (“application requirements,” providing that large MS4s must submit with their application a “proposed [stormwater] management program”); see also id. § 122.26(e)(7)(ii) (requiring issuance of MS4 permits following submission of a “complete permit application”). We further note that DEC’s arguments for why Notices of Intent under the Phase II MS4 General Permit need not be subject to public comment and an opportunity for a hearing – which are incorrect, in any case – cannot be applied to this individual MS4 permit. Whereas DEC argues that a NOI is not functionally equivalent to a permit application, the draft SWMP literally is a permit application, as made clear by EPA regulations. Moreover, DEC’s concerns about the workload that could result if it had to accept comments, and potentially hold hearings, on hundreds of small MS4 NOIs, simply do not apply to New York City’s single permit. (Indeed, as far as we know, this permit is the only individual MS4 permit in the state.)
6. DEC should address certain “drafting” issues in the permit, to avoid unnecessary ambiguity.

DEC should clarify the language in the following provisions, to ensure it is clear and enforceable:

- Section IV.F.h. – Since the permit must be amended to include requirements to develop compliance plans to achieve water quality standards in impaired waters (see comment #2 above), this section could be amended to refer to such plans instead.

- Section IV.M.4.a.ii. – The last line of this provision refers to “the following information applicable to their [sic] program:”, but there is no text following the colon to indicate what this information is. Are provisions iii, iv and v meant to be nested beneath Section IV.M.4.a.ii?

- Table 3, which lists the deliverables in the NYC MS4 Permit schedule should be changed to fix the following mistakes
  - There appear to be a number of timing requirements within the permit, for example, those required in Part IV.d.2, Part IV.d.5 and Part IV.f.1.e, and others, that are not listed in Table 3. Those should be included so that Table 3 is complete.
  - Under III.B Legal Authority, “Development of law, ordinance or regulatory mechanism to require basic erosion and sediment controls and good housekeeping as a standard practice for all construction projects (Part III.B.1.e)” should be changed, there appears to be no Part III.B.1.e - Part III.B.1 only goes up to b.
  - Under IV.B Stormwater Management Program Plan, “Progress reports on the development of the SWMP Plan, including public involvement/ participation components (Parts IV. Introduction and IV.B.2.d)” should be changed. Neither section refers to requirements 1 year after EDP; IV.B.2.d does not refer to progress reports. Perhaps the entry should refer to IV.B.2.e, but 2.e does not contain a time requirement.
  - Under IV.B Stormwater Management Program Plan, “Submission of the complete draft SWMP Plan, including all components identified in Parts II.B, III.A through D, and IV. Intro and IV.A through J (Table of SWMP components in Appendix 3)” the referenced 3 year timeline does not appear in the referenced portion of Appendix 3, nor does it appear in IV.B. Perhaps it refers to the 3 year time line in IV.F.4.
  - You should add the 3 year EDO preliminary map requirement located at IV.C.2 to the appropriate section in Table 3.
  - You include a timeline under Part IV.D.2 under the heading for Part C in table 3; it should have its own section in table 3. You should clarify that table 3’s reference to an upgraded MS4 outfall inventory and MS4 drainage map every year after EDP refers to the permit requirement that “The Permittee shall submit an updated outfall list every year as a spreadsheet that includes all MS4 outfalls.” if this is what it refers to. The difference in language is confusing.
  - Annual effectiveness assessment (included in Annual Reporting Part IV.M.4.j.i) and associated review of activities or control measures (Part IV.M.4.j.iii) is listed under
IV.J in Table 3, rather than its own heading for IV.M; it is unclear were the “4 years after EDP” part of the time line comes from.

* * *

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Revised Draft Permit. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss these issues with both DEC and DEP. We look forward to receiving DEC’s response.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Levine
Senior Attorney
Natural Resources Defense Council
40 W 20th St.
New York, NY 10011
(212) 727-2700
llevine@nrdc.org

/s/
Sean Dixon
Staff Attorney
Riverkeeper, Inc.
20 Secor Road
Ossining, NY 10562
914-478-4501 ext 247
SDixon@riverkeeper.org

Christopher Len,
Staff Attorney
NY/NJ Baykeeper
52 West Front Street
Keyport, NJ 07735
732-888-9870
chris@nynjbaykeeper.org

encl.

cc:  Venetia Lannon, Regional Director, NYS DEC Region 2
     Jim Tierney, NYS DEC Assistant Commissioner for Water Resources
Emily Lloyd, Commissioner, NYC DEP
Angela Licata, Deputy Commissioner, NYC DEP
Joan Matthews, US EPA Region 2
Jeff Gratz, US EPA Region 2
April 10, 2015

Via Email and Regular Mail
Steve A. Watts
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
47-40 21st Street
Long Island City, NY 11101-5407

Re: Revised Draft State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems Owned or Operated by the City of New York

Dear Mr. Watts:

The City of New York ("City") submits the following comments on the Revised Draft State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("SPDES") Permit for Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems ("MS4") owned or operated by the City ("Revised Draft Permit"). The Revised Draft Permit was issued for public comment on March 11, 2015, and has been updated in several important respects in response to comments received on the prior draft of the permit, which was publicly noticed in February 2014. As explained below, the City supports the Revised Draft Permit and believes it appropriately balances the need for flexibility in crafting practicable, evidence-based strategies to improve water quality in and around New York City, with the goal of realizing meaningful reductions in stormwater pollutants through the many programs required under the permit.

A. The Scope of the Revised Draft Permit is Ambitious, but Feasible

The Revised Draft Permit, which will be issued to the City as Permittee, touches on programs and operations from essentially every operational agency within the City, and also implicates a number of non-operational agencies with regulatory programs that can impact stormwater controls. It requires 27 separate deliverables beginning three months after the
effective date.\(^1\) The Stormwater Management Plan (“SWMP”) itself will be comprised of 28 separate elements,\(^2\) going well beyond the six minimum control measures set forth in federal law and guidance. As just two examples of the scope of effort required under the permit, our preliminary estimates have identified over 1,000 municipal facilities in the MS4 areas of the City that will be subject to the good housekeeping and pollution prevention requirements in Part IV.G, and there could be as many as 3,000 to 4,000 private commercial and industrial facilities that will be subject to City oversight subject to the provisions in Part IV.H.\(^3\) As noted in the City’s comment letter dated April 7, 2014, regarding the prior version of the draft permit, the City has already established an interagency task force to gather relevant information and plan for the substantial effort involved in permit implementation. The various timeframes included under the permit will allow the City to complete required tasks and lay the groundwork for success.

B. The City Supports the Key Revisions to the 2014 Draft Permit that Address the Vast Majority of Stakeholder Comments

Several commenters provided comments on the prior version of the draft permit covering a broad range of issues. These included, among other things, comments seeking permit revisions to require the City to coordinate development and implementation of its SWMP with other existing or required pollution control efforts; suggestions that the timeframes for implementing various permit programs, including the floatables loading rate study, were too long; and requests to decrease the threshold for triggering post-construction controls under the construction stormwater program from the current requirement of one acre in the statewide general permit to 5000 square feet. The Revised Draft Permit has been updated with several new or modified provisions to address the vast majority of, if not all, stakeholder comments, including detailed provisions to address these three key issues. At the same time, the Revised Draft Permit still ensures that the overall program requirements are feasible for the City to implement, and consistent with applicable law. The City supports the approaches taken in the Revised Draft Permit to address these key stakeholder comments.

(a) Impaired Waters with CSO Long Term Control Plans

The Revised Draft Permit includes important provisions to ensure that the City’s program to control discharges from its MS4 complements water quality improvement efforts in impaired waters with approved Combined Sewer Overflow Long Term Control Plans (“CSO LTCPs”).\(^4\) These provisions respond to concerns raised by commenters that the prior version of the Draft Permit did not adequately address the interaction between the SMWP and CSO LTCPs.

\(^1\) See Revised Draft Permit Part O, Table 3.

\(^2\) See Revised Draft Permit Appendix 3.

\(^3\) These figures represent preliminary estimates and will be refined as the City develops and implements the SWMP.

\(^4\) Revised Draft Permit Part. II.B.2.
in addressing stormwater caused impairments to waterbodies. To that end, the Revised Draft Permit requires the City to consider whether to incorporate measures to remediate Pollutants of Concern (“POCs”) identified in CSO LTCPs as part of the SWMP approval process for Priority MS4 Waterbodies: the City must identify priority source categories contributing significant levels of POCs; it must provide a list of additional best management practices (“BMPs”) to remediate POCs from the priority source categories and a schedule to implement such BMPs within the shortest reasonable time; and it must describe opportunities for implementing feasible, cost-effective green infrastructure pilot projects and other structural retrofits.5 The Revised Draft Permit also requires the City to include as part of its annual SWMP report information on the progress of the implementation of the aforementioned BMPs and opportunities for green infrastructure pilot projects and other structural retrofits.6 These provisions ensure that the SWMP will complement the CSO LTCPs in addressing POCs in impaired waters where there are no TMDLs for such POCs.

The City believes these new permit provisions ensure that the SWMP will benefit from the work in the CSO LTCPs, and are responsive to requests by commenters. This strategy is consistent with approaches taken nationally in other impaired waters. For example, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Region 3, which oversees pollution control in the nation’s largest estuary, the Chesapeake Bay, has emphasized that municipal stormwater management is an iterative process that involves continual monitoring, evaluation, and adjustment of practices.7 EPA Region 3’s guidance documents on stormwater management have been made available for all interested stakeholders on the EPA website.8 Similarly, EPA Region 1 has taken an iterative approach in its recent draft permit for small MS4s in Massachusetts, requiring municipalities that contribute to impairment of waters for which there is no established TMDL to develop and implement BMPs tailored to address pollutants causing impairment.9

5 Revised Draft Permit Part II.B.2.a.
6 Revised Draft Permit Part II.B.2.b.
Additionally, the challenges arising from the complexity and scope of municipal stormwater management have led EPA to recommend that BMPs, not specific numerical targets, are the appropriate means of implementing TMDL effluent limitations in SWMPs, and the same considerations apply to impaired waters with approved CSO LTCPs. The Revised Draft Permit grants the City necessary flexibility to implement effective and cost-efficient BMPs and other remedial measures tailored to the unique circumstances of individual water bodies on a prioritized basis. By requiring the City to implement such BMPs within the shortest reasonable time, the Draft Permit ensures that the City will take action to remediate ongoing impairment without undue delay.

(b) Construction Site Threshold Study

As set forth in the City’s comments on the prior version of the draft permit, dated April 7, 2014, there are several reasons why the final MS4 permit issued to the City should retain the one acre threshold at this time rather than reducing the size threshold that triggers provisions for construction and post-construction stormwater controls. To accommodate the concerns of several commenters who sought a reduced size threshold, however, the Revised Draft Permit includes a new requirement to conduct a study to determine the appropriate reduction in lot size threshold, taking into consideration local site conditions, compliance costs, and other factors. This provision appropriately recognizes the need to ensure that any changes to the construction and post-construction requirements are supported by evidence and careful study, and are informed by outreach to interested stakeholders. In conducting the required study, the City will seek input from a wide variety of interested parties, and will review the approaches used in other communities to identify feasible and appropriate practices as part of its recommendations. This approach will also allow the City to coordinate with DEC following the completion of the study to consider and propose any necessary changes to DEC’s construction general permit so that requirements are consistent citywide.

(c) Control of Floatable and Settleable Trash and Debris

Some commenters suggested that the timeframe for conducting and completing the work plan to determine the loading rate of floatable and settleable trash and debris from the MS4 should be adjusted. Contrary to these commenters’ suggestion, development of the work plan will require a two-year timeframe as it has to be scientifically sound as well as practical. The methodology not only has to describe data collection, frequency, temporal and spatial extent, and appropriate equipment for data collection but must also include the type of statistical and spatial data analysis to be utilized, along with specific recommendations. In addition, to obtain the required data, DEP must hire a consultant with appropriate expertise and resources; as noted in the Fact Sheet accompanying the Revised Draft Permit, there must be sufficient time to

---
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procure these services under the City’s legally mandated procurement process. Moreover, a two-year period is an ambitious goal for a work plan which also includes: conducting a literature search of methods employed by other municipalities; assessing the applicability of other municipalities’ methods to New York City; assessing the conditions under which floatables materials reach the waterbodies in NYC; and explaining why the selected methodology is best for conditions in New York City.

The Revised Draft Permit has been updated to include a deadline to complete the study, which is not to exceed three years from study commencement, addressing the concern raised by some commenters that the previous permit provision was too open-ended. In addition, the Revised Draft Permit now requires the City to implement an interim media campaign to educate the public on trash and debris control, in addition to the requirement to continue implementing existing or improved floatable and trash control programs as set forth in the prior version of the permit. These provisions, along with the requirement to conduct a loading rate study and to assess and implement reduction strategies, will ensure that the City’s existing measures continue while allowing appropriate time to develop robust baseline data and recommendations to improve floatables and refuse controls under the auspices of the MS4 program.

C. Miscellaneous Comments

Finally, the City has identified a number of remaining drafting issues and/or clarifications that should be addressed when the Revised Draft Permit is finalized, as follows.

(a) Requirements for MSGP Coverage for Municipal Operations and Facilities

As part of the good housekeeping and pollution prevention program for municipal operations and facilities under Part IV.G.1 of the Revised Draft Permit, municipal operations and facilities that would otherwise be subject to the statewide Multi-Sector General Permit (“MSGP”) will be required “to prepare and implement provisions in the SWMP that comply with” Parts III.A and III.C through F of the MSGP. As currently drafted, this provision implies that the SWMP will “implement” these terms of the MSGP. However, the SWMP does not implement programs; rather, it is a planning document that sets forth the various programs and BMPs that the City will implement to manage stormwater pollution, along with measurable goals and timelines for implementation. The final permit should clarify that MSGP coverage can be implemented through procedures identified in the SWMP, and that the SWPPPs required for all MSGP facilities are not required to be included in the SWMP itself.

(b) Use of Third Parties for SWPPP Inspections

Parts IV.E.1.i and IV.F.1.g of the Revised Draft Permit requires the SWMP to describe procedures for inspections of construction sites and post-construction stormwater management practices, respectively, to ensure that the measures identified in the approved SWPPPs are in place and performing properly. As is common in other City-inspection regimes and in other jurisdictions’ administration of construction stormwater requirements as part of their MS4 programs, the City understands that third party inspectors may be used to fulfill this requirement, and believes the permit allows the use of such third party inspectors.

(c) Description of Erosion and Sediment Control Requirements in Table 3

Table 3 in Part IV.O of the Revised Draft Permit includes a reference to “Part III.B.1.e” and indicates it requires development of a law, ordinance or regulatory mechanism to require basic erosion and sediment controls and good housekeeping for all construction projects.14 This item in Table 3 appears to be an error. First, there is no Part III.B.1.e in the Revised Draft Permit. There is a Part III.B.2.e, but this provision requires that the City demonstrate adequate legal authority to require measures to control water runoff, construction materials and debris, and erosion during construction or demolition activities in discharges to the MS4. The final version of the permit should update both the reference and the language in Table 3 to match the substantive requirements of Part III.B.2.e.

(d) Stormwater Management Banking and Credit System

Part IV.E.1.h of the Revised Draft Permit provides that the City may include a banking and credit system that would allow for offsite alternative stormwater management in lieu of or in addition to onsite stormwater management in development projects. The provision includes several limitations on the banking and credit system that may make it ineffective and difficult to implement and use successfully. In particular, the requirement to use a two-to-one ratio for any credit, and to only permit offsite credits within the same watershed, may undercut the value of any credit banking system for project developers. The final permit should be revised to provide additional flexibility to the City in designing a stormwater management banking and credit system.

(e) Reference to “Current Version” of Stormwater Design Manual

Parts IV.E and IV.F of the Revised Draft Permit include several references to New York State design standards, along with the phrase “most current version or its successor.” We understand the intent of this language to require that the City’s program require that SWPPPs be designed in accordance with the standard that is current and applicable at the time the SWPPP review application is submitted. However, as currently drafted, the reference to successor versions could be read to require that SWPPPs be redesigned after design completion if an

---

14 This language appears in the third item under the “III.B Legal Authority” section of Table 3, on page 35 of the Revised Draft Permit.
update the relevant design standards is issued between design and completion. As DEC recognized in an analogous situation addressed by its recently issued draft transition policy regarding the 2015 update to the Stormwater Design Manual, such a result would impose unnecessary and inappropriate economic impacts on certain construction activities that had already started the design process under the prior design standards. Thus, the final permit should be updated to make clear that SWPPP applications should meet the standards in the version in effect at the time of their submittal.

(f) Correction to Zip Code on Permit Cover Sheet

The zip code associated with the address of DEP’s main offices at 59-17 Junction Boulevard in Flushing should be updated to 11373 both times it appears on page one of the Revised Draft Permit.

D. Conclusion

The City urges DEC to issue as final the Revised Draft Permit in its current form, with the minor corrections and clarifications noted above, as it fully complies with the relevant provisions of the Clean Water Act and the Environmental Conservation Law, and provides a detailed yet flexible framework for the City’s development and implementation of a stormwater management program. We look forward to working with DEC, the regulated community and other stakeholders to further improve water quality through implementation of the permit conditions in the coming years.

Sincerely,

Carrie Noteboom
Senior Counsel
Environmental Law Division

cc: Susan Amron, Chief, Environmental Law Division, New York City Law Department
    Terryl Brown, Deputy Commissioner for Legal Matters, NYC Fire Department
    Ethel Corcoran, Counsel, NYC Police Department
    Philip Damashek, General Counsel, New York City Department of Transportation
    Heidi Grossman, General Counsel, NYC Department of Corrections
    Courtenaye Jackson-Chase, General Counsel, NYC Department of Education
    Anita Laremont, General Counsel, NYC Department of City Planning
    Alessandro Olivieri, General Counsel, NYC Department of Parks and Recreation
    Robert Orlin, General Counsel, NYC Department of Sanitation
    John Rousakis, General Counsel, NYC Department of Environmental Protection
    Mona Sehgal, General Counsel, NYC Department of Buildings
    Andrew Schwartz, First Deputy Commissioner, Department of Small Business Services
    David Varoli, General Counsel, NYC Department of Design and Construction
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised Draft MS4 Permit for New York City, which DEC released in March 2015.

The New York City Water Trail Association (NYCWTA) is an umbrella group representing the interests of more than 20 local paddling, rowing and waterfront advocacy organizations. Its mission is to promote the safe use of the New York City Water Trail, established by the Parks Department in 2008; to expand the number and quality of launches, landings and storage facilities available to human-powered boaters all over New York Harbor; and to advance awareness of the public ownership of our urban waterways.

Our community, tens of thousands strong, recreates on NYC's waterways, mostly paddling small human-powered boats and stand-up-paddleboards, but also swimming, and sailing. Many of our affiliate organizations throughout the harbor work with adults and young people, using our public waterways to encourage an active lifestyle and public health, as a classroom for environmental education, and as a means to reconnect people with the waterways in this city of islands as it faces greater challenges of climate change and over-development.

We also run one of the region's most robust citizens' water quality testing programs ([http://nycwatertrail.org/water_quality.html](http://nycwatertrail.org/water_quality.html)). Our volunteers collect weekly samples all summer at over 40 public water access sites sites in and around NYC for testing for enterococcus in an effort to learn about how rainfall, storm water, and other factors affect the health of the estuary.

As we gear up for our 4th full season of water testing, we encourage the city to address issues of stormwater as they affect the health of our beloved waterways which we see as out city's greatest public open space.

We understand that DEC and the NYC Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) have been negotiating for a year over revisions to the initial draft permit released last year.

While we appreciate the effort DEC has put in to this permit, we continue to believe that it does not go far enough to protect New York City waters. Specifically we urge the DEC to consider stronger requirements on:
- minimum size for construction sites, based on available studies and data from other metropolitan areas in the country;
- green infrastructure on redevelopment projects, right-of-way projects, and sewer and other flood management projects;
- water quality improvement with quantifiable pollutant reduction targets and timelines;
- coordination with other water quality improvement programs, including the CSO Long Term Control Plans, Open Industrial Use Study, Brownfields and others
- more meaningful public participation and involvement

We believe stronger requirements are necessary if we are truly committed to making our waters fishable and swimmable, as required by the Clean Water Act.

Thank you very much for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,
April 10, 2015

Steve A. Watts
NYSDEC
47-40 21st Street
Long Island City, NY 11101-5407

Re: Revised Draft MS4 SPDES Permit No. NY-028-7890

Dear Mr. Watts,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the revised Draft MS4 Permit for New York City, which DEC released in March 2015. The Stormwater Infrastructure Matters (S.W.I.M.) Coalition is a coalition of 70 member organizations dedicated to ensuring swimmable, fishable waters around New York City through natural, sustainable storm water management practices (such as green infrastructure) in our neighborhoods.

We understand that NYS Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and the NYC Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) have been negotiating for a year over revisions to the initial draft permit released last year. While we appreciate the effort DEC has put in to this permit, we continue to believe that it does not go far enough to protect New York City waters.

The following is a list of our concerns:

**Construction Site Size Requirements**

We believe most residents of New York City will attest to the fact that a great majority of construction projects in the city are small. Requiring regulation of only projects larger than one acre does not seem like a meaningful approach to managing runoff from new development and redevelopment projects in the City.

Rather than requiring the City to conduct a study, we urge the DEC to evaluate existing data on construction projects and patterns closely to determine the best size, in line with best practices in other major U.S. cities and metropolitan areas.

A more appropriate size threshold will ensure that green infrastructure practices become widespread throughout our neighborhoods, not only at a small number of large development sites in select areas of the city.

**Green Infrastructure Standards for Redevelopment Projects, Right-of-Way Projects, and Sewer Upgrades and Other Flood Management Projects**

Because most construction in New York City is “redevelopment” of already developed sites, it is essential to have a strong stormwater management standard for redevelopment projects, not just for new development.

Again, in line with best practices elsewhere, the permit should hold new development and redevelopment projects to the same protective standards, requiring the on-site capture of the 90th percentile storm (1.5 inches of rainfall in New York City) using green infrastructure techniques.
There is also a great need- and a huge opportunity- to incorporate green infrastructure routinely into city projects in the public right-of-way, such as street and sidewalk rehabilitation, water and sewer utility projects, parks, playgrounds, greenways, and others.

Similarly, improvements to public drainage infrastructure, since it often has the undesirable side-effect of directing more polluted runoff to nearby waterways, should be accompanied by green infrastructure projects that simultaneously help protect water quality and further improve flood control.

**Stronger Requirements for Water Quality Improvement**

The draft permit is based on the premise that stormwater discharges impair water quality and must be properly managed to prevent pollutants from entering our waterways. However, the draft permit does not require any specific pollutant load reductions that would ensure the city’s waterways meet state standards to protect uses like fishing, boating, and swimming.

The permit should clearly prohibit discharges that are known to cause or contribute to existing water quality impairments, and should establish binding deadlines for the city to eliminate existing violations.

**Coordination With Other Ongoing Programs, Including CSO Long Term Control Plans**

DEC needs to ensure that the myriad of water quality improvement programs underway in the City work together to achieve success.

For many waterbodies affected by MS4 pollution, the City is already developing (or has submitted to DEC) Combined Sewer Overflow Long Term Control Plans; in those plans, the City often points to MS4 pollution as a reason why solving CSOs, alone, will not completely clean up the water body. There are also efforts, such as the floatables control program, the Green Infrastructure Plan, and brownfields cleanup efforts and superfund remediation.

We believe it is critical that these related or overlapping programs must be coordinated well for the efficient use of public resources, effective solutions, and better understanding by the public of the City’s efforts. We recommend that DEC explicitly require the City to create a mechanism for coordinating its MS4 program with these other efforts.

**More Meaningful Public Participation and Involvement**

Public comments on the initial draft of the permit last year urged DEC to require the City to provide more access to annual reports and more opportunity to provide feedback on them, including both online and at public meetings. We thank DEC for including such requirements in the new draft of the permit. However, DEC has not accepted some of the other public participation suggestions that were offered. We urge DEC to reconsider.

For illicit discharge plans, construction site stormwater control, post-construction stormwater control, and industrial and commercial stormwater source management, the permit should require the City to develop a public-reporting system for complaints (accessible telephonically and electronically) that not only allows the members of the public to file complaints but also allows them to track their complaints through to resolution by the City, either online or through a point of contact in the City.
DEC should also guarantee the opportunity for members of the public to share our comments on the Stormwater Management Program, to be developed by the City, with the DEC through a public comment and public hearing processes.

While the permit requires that the City involve the public in the development and implementation of the SWMP, we believe it is important for the DEC, as the regulatory agency issuing the permit, to hear our comments on the SWMP, so that the DEC will be in a better position to modify the permit if necessary. We recommend that the city take comments and report about what they changed because of comments, with no requirement to share comments.

Thank you very much for your consideration of these comments. S.W.I.M. Coalition also supports and incorporates the more detailed comments being submitted by NRDC, Riverkeeper, and NY/NJ Baykeeper.

Sincerely,

Julie A. Welch
S.W.I.M. Coalition Coordinator, On Behalf of the S.W.I.M. Coalition Steering Committee

Sean Dixon, Riverkeeper
Robin Kriesberg, Bronx River Alliance
Larry Levine, Natural Resources Defense Council
Paul Mankiewicz, the Gaia Institute
Tatiana Morin, New York City Soil & Water Conservation District
Nina Sander, Rocking the Boat
Jaime Stein, Pratt Institute
Shino Tanikawa, New York City Soil & Water Conservation District

cc: Emily Lloyd, Commissioner, NYC DEP (Emily.lloyd@dep.nyc.gov)
Venetia Lannon, Regional Director, NYS DEC Region 2 (valannon@gw.dec.state.ny.us)
Angela Licata, Deputy Commissioner, NYC DEP (angelal@dep.nyc.gov)
Joan Leary Matthews, US EPA Region 2 (Matthews.joan@epa.gov)
Jeff Gratz, US EPA Region 2 (Gratz.jeff@epa.gov)
Re:  Comments on New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 2015 Proposed SPDES Individual Permit

For Stormwater Discharges from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems of New York City (Permit No. NY-028 7890)

Dear Mr. Watts:

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed its review of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) proposed Individual Permit for Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems of New York City. Our comments on the SPDES Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) Permit (Permit No. NY-028 7890) are attached to this e-mail.

Consistent with EPA’s oversight role of state permits as described in the April 28, 1975, Memorandum of Agreement between EPA and NYSDEC and consistent with 40 CFR §123.44 (EPA review of and objections to State permits), we note that the above specify that the EPA Regional Administrator shall be provided a period of up to 90 days from receipt of proposed permits “to make general comments upon, objection to, or recommendations with respect to proposed permits” (40 CFR §123.44(a)(1)).

If you or your staff have any questions, please feel free to call me at (212) 637-3754 or Stephen Venezia of my staff at (212) 637-3856. Thank you.

Kate Anderson
Chief, Clean Water Regulatory Branch
USEPA Region 2
Clean Water Division
290 Broadway, 24th Floor
New York, NY 10007-1866
212-637-3754
1. **Page 1 - Permittee Name and Address:** Because the permit applies to municipal agencies other than the NYCDEP, NYSDEC should issue the permit to the “City of New York” instead of the “City of New York, acting through the New York City Department of Environmental Protection” and to the “Attention” of the mayor and not to the NYCDEP chief operating officer (Also please note that Kathryn Garcia is no longer the chief operating officer).

2. **Page 4 – I.A. (Second Paragraph):** The first sentence of the second paragraph should be changed so that the appropriate statutory standard for MS4 control of pollutants is accurate. CWA Section 402(p)(3)(B) requires that MS4 permits include controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable (“MEP”). All pollutants from all discharges from an MS4 must be reduced to the MEP, not just storm water discharges of pollutants of concern and illicit discharges of other pollutants. This sentence should read:

   “The requirements of this permit include controls to reduce the discharges of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable (“MEP”).

3. **Page 4 – I.A. Table 1:** The “NYC owned or operated separate storm sewers that ultimately discharge to waters of New York State through MS4 outfalls owned by NYC” must include any and all connections to a CSO outfall pipe that is downstream from the regulator (e.g., the weirs located throughout the CSOs). Connections to the combined sewer system upstream are clearly exempt from the MS4 permit but regulated outfalls downstream would essentially act as an MS4. Please specify this in the table.

   The permit seems to exclude non-traditional MS4s. EPA suggests adding language similar to the state’s MS4 permit that would include linear projects, such as those operated by the NYSDOT, which fall within an area of NYC that is regulated by the permit as an MS4.

4. **Page 5 – I.B. 5 & 6:** The term “ground water” should be replaced with “uncontaminated ground water” in both items. The term “uncontaminated ground water” is the language used by NYSDEC in the Statewide General MS4 permit and should be carried over into any individual permits.

5. **Page 6 – I.E.:** NYSDEC should suggest that NYCDEP maintain a database of outfalls that are not owned by NYC. This would be helpful to the overall program. NYCDEP will identify those outfalls during mapping of its MS4 and CSO systems.

6. **Page 7 – II.A:** The section on Discharge Compliance with Water Quality Standards should be written such that requirements are clear, quantitative and enforceable. This portion of the permit needs to be more explicit as to what the permittee is required to do upon determination that a discharge directly
or indirectly causes or has the reasonable potential to cause or contribute to the violation of a water quality standard. As written, it is only triggered by the Department’s notification to the permittee. What is the mechanism for ensuring that future discharges do not directly or indirectly cause or contribute to a violation of a water quality standard? The permit says the actions taken by NYC must be documented in the SWMP; however, the current permit provides several years to develop the SWMP. A clearer, more tangible requirement should be written into this section.

7. **Page 8-II.B.2:** The permittee should take action as soon as it is determined that its MS4s is a significant contributor to a pollutant of concern, not after a Long Term Control Plan is approved.

8. **Page 11 – III.D.2:** Please change the requirements for a fiscal analysis be completed “within three years of EDP” to “each fiscal year”. This is required in the federal regulations found at 40 C.F.R. 122.26(d)(2)(iv).

9. **Page 12 – IV:** For the same reasons found in Comment #2, the phrase “…to reduce the discharge of POC’s and specified pollutants to the MEP” found in the first paragraph should be changed to “…to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the MEP.”

In the second paragraph, please change “POCs” to “pollutants.”

10. **Page 13 – IV.A.2:** EPA recommends adding a requirement in this section to mark/stencil all MS4 storm drains in order to inform the public that said outfalls drain directly to New York City water bodies or beaches. EPA also suggests a requirement to periodically re-inspect and restore markings/stencilings.

11. **Page 15 – IV.C:** The permit should require NYC to submit its current MS4 map within 6 months of the effective date of the permit in addition to the preliminary map specified in C.1, which is required in 3 years.

12. **Page 17 – IV.D.4 and 5:** NYSDEC should require that the reports found in this section be submitted to NYSDEC. The requirement should also be included in Section IV.O Table 3. Also, IV.D.4 uses the word mitigate instead of eliminate. Illicit discharges are required to be eliminated.

13. **Page 17 – IV.D.5:** EPA believes that this paragraph may exempt NYC from illicit discharge elimination requirements (paragraph IV.D.4) in areas where its MS4 discharges to a waterbody with over 200 colonies/100ml fecal coliform. MS4 permits must require permittees to develop, implement and enforce an illicit discharge detection and elimination program throughout their entire MS4. Please explain.

14. **Page 17 IV.D.5:** EPA recommends changing the phrase “…including the Shoreline Survey and Sentinel Monitoring Programs, to satisfy this requirement.” to “…including the Shoreline Survey, a modified Sentinel Monitoring Program, and abatement procedures specified in Part 2 of the Untreated Discharges Section (e.g. Part XIII of the Coney Island WPCP Permit) to satisfy this requirement.”
15. Page 18 – IV.E.1.a: Region 2 recommends that NYSDEC add the phrase “or subsequent SPDES Construction General Permits as applicable;” to ensure that NYC is consistent with the current Construction General Permit.

16. Page 18-22 – IV.E and F: For construction and redevelopment projects, Region 2 recommends post-construction requirements for projects which disturb 5,000 square feet or more. We offer the following examples in other jurisdictions (which are also large cities) where there are requirements for sites with size thresholds under 1 acre for post-construction stormwater:

- The DC MS4 permit, issued by EPA Region 3, requires projects over 5,000 s.f. to retain 1.2” of runoff. See http://www.epa.gov/reg3wapd_npdes_dcpermits.htm.

- San Francisco Regional permit -- Projects that create and/or replace at least 10,000 s.f. of impervious area are required to use GI to manage a specified amount of runoff (e.g., 85th percentile storm). For certain land use categories (parking lots, auto service, gas stations, restaurants), the threshold is 5,000 s.f.

EPA also recommends that the NYSDEC should set 5,000 s.f. as the cut-off in this permit in addition to conducting the Lot Size Threshold Study for Construction and Post-Construction Stormwater Management. If NYSDEC chooses not to require 5,000 s.f. as the threshold for post-construction requirements, NYSDEC should require that NYC take any actions necessary to implement the threshold selected as a result of the Lot Size Threshold Study upon completion of the study.

Please also explain in more detail what will be included in the Lot Size Threshold Study for Construction and Post-Construction, the criteria NYSDEC will use to make its determination of the appropriate lot size threshold and whether NYSDEC will determine what performance standards will apply once the appropriate threshold is identified.

EPA looks forward to working with NYSDEC and the City of New York during the investigative phase that the permit allows to determine whether and by how much the acreage trigger should be lowered within the permit’s purview of New York City.

17. Page 19 – IV.E.1.g.iii: Please include language that allows for updates to the SWPPP acceptance forms in subsequent NYSDEC Construction General Permits.

18. Page 21 – IV.F.1.d.vi.footnote 6: EPA believes that the following flood management projects may be exempt from certain post-construction stormwater management and pollution prevention /good housekeeping requirements: the installation and maintenance of storm sewers, high level storm sewers, Bluebelt projects, or other projects that reduce localized flooding; recreational and aesthetic features and impoundments that do not perform a flood control function and drainage inlets. Post-construction stormwater management requirements must apply to all new development and redevelopment activities that result in land disturbance of greater than or equal to one acre, including projects less than one acre that are part of a larger common plan of development or sale that discharge into the MS4. Pollution prevention/good housekeeping minimum control measure requirements apply to all municipal operations and facilities. Please explain.
19. Page 22 – IV.F.3: As per comment #2, please change “POCs” to “pollutants.”

20. Page 22 – IV.G.1.a: The “catch basin cleaning program” should specifically require the same method of handling catch basins as the individual SPDES permits does for CSOs and include retrofitting where needed every 3 years. This includes specifically requiring the proper operation and maintenance, inspection and cleaning of storm sewers regularly.

As per Comment #2, please change “POCs” to “pollutants.”

21. Page 23 – IV.G.1.e: As per Comment #2, please change “POCs” to “pollutants.”

22. Page 24 – IV.G.3: As per Comment #2, please change “POCs” to “pollutants.”

23. Page 24 – IV.H.a.i: As per Comment #2, please change “POCs” to “pollutants.”

24. Page 24 – IV.H: The permit should require NYCDEP to include a description of how it will assess if the facility has, to the MEP, considered runoff reduction techniques and green infrastructure during new development or redevelopment of industrial and commercial facilities.

25. Page 27 – IV.I.3: EPA believes that the draft permit requires that NYC develop a draft work plan for studying floatables discharges from the MS4 and then allows another 2 years after NYSDEC approval to commence the floatables study. The draft permit does not specify when the floatables study is to be completed. Additionally, NYC already has a Floatables Monitoring Program to study floatables discharges from its CSOs and submits a Floatables Monitoring Program Report to NYSDEC annually. Therefore, NYC should not need two years to develop a floatables monitoring work plan and then another two years just to commence the monitoring. The permit should also include a requirement for NYC to capture floatables from MS4 outfalls that, based on the floatables study, cause/contribute to water quality impairments.

26. Page 28 – I (second full paragraph): EPA believes that two years to commence a study to determine the loading rates of floatables is excessive.

27. Page 29 – IV.J.3: As per comment #2, please change all “POCs” to “pollutants.”

28. Page 31 – IV.M.4.a: If NYSDEC adds requirements elsewhere in the permit for marking/stenciling stormwater drains which are regulated under the MS4 permit, then reporting activities should be included in this section.

29. Page 31 – IV.M.d: In your annual report, please include the number and type of enforcement actions related to illicit discharges.
30. **Page 33 – IV.M.4.g.vi**: Does NYCDEP have the authority to inspect/audit municipal operations for other NYC departments? If so, please provide the authority (regulatory/statutory) with which NYCDEP will carry out inspections/audits for other NYC departments.

31. **Page 33 – IV.M.4.h**: This section should include the name, address and contact information for non-compliant MSGP facilities for potential follow up by NYSDEC. This information should be made available to EPA.

32. **Page 34 – IV.M.4.j.i**: Monitoring and Assessment of Controls, subparagraph (i) should be clarified for reasons similar to comment #2. M.4.j.i. should read:

   “The Permittee must provide an Annual Effectiveness Assessment that evaluates: (a)........(c) progress towards achieving the statutory goal of reducing the discharge of pollutants to the MEP.”

33. **Page 35 – IV.O**: This section should include a schedule of measurable goals for eliminating illicit discharges once they are identified. Also, the outfall inventory should be updated every year not every five years. Please add the reports required in IV.D.5 concerning illicit discharges and fecal coliforms or the schedule of the floatables study found in the permit requirements.

34. **Page 37 – Standard Permit Conditions**: Please add the standard permit conditions regarding continuation of expired SPDES permits.

35. **General Comment Snow Removal**: The permit should be explicit that the MS4 is not authorized to dispose of snow directly to the waters of the United States/State or directly to the MS4. Discharges from permittee-owned snow disposal sites and discharges associated with the permittee’s snow management practices could be authorized under the permit when such sites/practices are operated using best management practices (BMPs) designed to prevent pollutants in the runoff and prevent excursions of any NYS water quality standard. Examples of such practices include: locating snow piles in upland areas; designating different disposal requirements for “clean” or “dirty” snow; providing a storage area with vegetated buffers or filtration through vegetated swales to settle out and recover solid materials, (such as traction material, pet waste, trash, etc.) for disposal.